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 Be it resolved that the General Student/)s( Senate of UMO strongly encourages the
immediate resignation of Chancellor
00 McNeil."
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Senator Anderson
4GSS 195th Meeting,
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McNeil is now gone. For a look at his SS
interin-, successor, as well as a
on 
retrospective view of his term, see story
page one and editorial on Dage four 
IDr. Stanley L. Freeman
Local motel may be leased
to house university students
Between 50-60 students will be living in
a local motel leased by the university next
semester if on•going negotiations prove
successful as President Howard Neville
thinks they will.
Last Friday. Neville said. "If the deal
goes through, and it probably will. it will
provide between 50-60 extra beds. •
Mrs ille believes the university and the
motel owner sill arrive at a mutually'
agreeable . figure by the end of this
semester. Both the finance and physical
plant committee of the board of trustees
have endorsed the plan. he said. he did not
release the bargaining figure or the name
of the motel.
Nei ille said this is just one short-range
plan being considered by the administra-
tion to help alleviate the shortage of
housing ay adable on-campus.
••Ait•c•ye got a big backlog of students
here wanting university housing." said
Neville. About 400 students have
registered with the Residential Life office
this semester seeking clormitory housing.
he added. Other short-range plans include
surveying motels in the Greater Bangor
area to find out if moms could be leased on
a semester basis. Students would be ablr
to live in these motels at reduced cost. said
Neville.
The universitY is also considering
leasing rooms from hucson College. A bus
would provide transportation between
Husson and UMO if this plan was adopted.
Nesille said Husson officials have been
cooperati% e and would make rooms
available.
"It's a question of do the students want
it?" he said. Since most students admitted
to UMO who are living in dorms on the
Bangor Community College campus due
to the shortage of dormitory space here are
anxious to .move to the Orono campus.
Ross Moriarty. director of Residential
Life. said Monday that UMO dorms are
currentiv overcrowded bv 31' students.
because there are 4.56' people living in the
dorms that have a normal bed capacity
twith no tripling) of 4.250. Of the students
using on campus. about 55 per cent arc
men, according to Moriarty's figures.
In addition. Moriarty said. nearly 300 of
the 639 students living on the Bangor
campus are UMO students who commute
back and forth. Together, these two figures
•Directore ewe pose 10
Former UM() professor
to assume McNeil's post
Dr. Stanley L. Freeman. who began his
career in the University of Maine
educational system in 1952 as an instructor
in education here will assume the duties of
California-bound Chancellor Donald
McNeil.
The Board of Trustees will meet this
Saturday with McNeil. who yesterday was
named the first executive director of the
newly-formed California Post-Secondary
Education Commission, to iron out the
uncertainities concerning when Freeman
will officially take over as acting
chancellor. McNeil will submit a formal
resignation at that meeting. Commission
members would like McNeil to step into his
new job Jan. 1.
The chancellor flew to a Sacramento
yesterday to appear before the commis-
sion. His appointment as director of the
commission. announced Monday afternoon
(PS I). marks the second consecutive job
McNeil has undertaken with no footsteps to
folkiw in. The chancellor came to Maine
from the University of Wisconsin in 1969 to
head the Super-U. created by the 103rd
Maine Legislature in early 1968. merging
the mate-supported teachers', colleges with
the University of Maine.
Freeman has been a member of the
Super-U staff since October. 1968. vs hen he
yvas appointed by the trustees as pro-tern
program coordinator in the chancellor's
office for the neyy system ot higher
education. In this position. Freeman's
major task was to compile information
concerning all academic programs within
the Super-U in preparation for long-range
planning in the chancellor's office, laying
the groundwork for future planning. by
McNeil who did not officially move into
thechancellm's Portland office until March.
1969.
Prior.ao being named to that position.
Freeman served as the coordinator of
Research Support and Federal Relations at
UMO since July 1967. He is also a former
assistant dean of education here. He was
named assistant chancellor by the Board of
Trustees in March. 1969.
The interim chancellor has interrrupted
what was to be a semester-long sabbatical
to assume the chancellor's duties.
Freeman, has operated out of Bangor as
assistant chancellor and will continue to do
SO.
Freeman issued a statement Monday
night lising his three priorities as acting
chancellor, citing efforts to make sure the
education of the 25.000 students now
enrolled in the UM system and "the many
services provided to the Maine community
UMOSG to supply nominees to supply fill
The University of Maine Organization ot
Student Governments (UMOSG) will
provide Gov. Kenneth Curtis with a list of
nomieens, some of whom may be
university students or recent graduates. tor
eplace UM trustee Stephen Hughes. who
resigned last week.
Jeanne Bailey. student government
president. said the governor has indicated
a willingness to appoint a student or a
recent UM graduate to replace Hughes
who has served ont he Board of Trustees
since May. 1969. The nominees' names
will also be furnished to Governor-elect
James Longley. however. Bailey admitted
the incumbent governor has exhibited "a
more postise attitude at this point"
towards naming a student trustee.
Ilie student gosernment president said
possible nominees include Partricia Riley.
a 1973 UMO graduate currently working on
tli.Lgo‘ ernor' s Committre on Aging; lohn
Melrose. a 1973 UMO graduAte working
for the Maine Municipal Assocation in
Augusta: and Fenwick Fowler. a 1973
graduate of the University of Maine at
Farmington.
11w hoard vacancy came about follwoing
Hughes' election last month to Maine's
House of Representatives from district 4 in
Auburn. In his letter of resignation. the
Maine Law School student said. "I can not
serve effectively as I wish as both a trustee
and a representative."
Jean Sampson. UM Board of Trustees
chairperson, said yesterday Hughes was
concerned his credibility as a legislator
would suffer if he continued to serve as a
tin st .
"He felt he could do more for the good of
the mit% ersity as a legislator." said
Sampson.
Rumors that Hughes decided to resign
after receiving an opinion from the
university's attorneysregarding a potential
ot interest were refuted by
Sampson. She said the legal opinion did
not apply. specifically to Hughes. but
instead concerned the legality of university
employes holding public offices.
"Court decisions, in the past. have said
the university is not a part of the executive
branch. It is an autonomous unit." she
explained. Several uniy ersit v employes
have been elected to public office. They
include newly
-elected state Rep. Roger
Snow. director of public relations at
UMPG. and John Martin. newly-elected
Democratic speaker of the Maine House,
who has hew a part-time faculty postion at
the University of Maine at Fort Kent.
Sampson contended a conflict of interest
would not have existed if Hughes had
Lick loco to maintain his position on the
board adding she believes the same is true
oh only ersitY employes who hold public
officc .
Kenneth Haves. a UMO political science
by our seven campuses and MPBN 4Maine
Public Broadcasting Network) are con-
tinued as his first concern. Secondly.
Freeman said he will work to establish an
effective working relationship with the
governor's office and Maine's legislators
"so that the university's capacity to meet
the needs of Maine citizens during the next
two years is adequately sustained by both
dollar appropriations and a well-placed
belief in the educative process."
Freeman also said he will solicit opinions
both within and without the university
community "to help me think ahead to
Dr. Donald McNeil
define the most important tasks for the
university and to undertake in response to
the anticipated future of Maine."
And advisory committee representing "a
aide spectrum of the Maine community,
both within and without the university, will
be appointed by the Board of Trustees to
conduct a nation-wide search to find a
permanent successor to McNeil's positon.
Jean Sampson. board chairperson.
expressed the trustees' appreciation to the
chancellor for his contributions to the UM
system. and said he is the "one person
more than any other single person who has
shaped the university into the strong and
vital institution it is today., The Board of
trustees is proud of his record.••
The interim chancellor is a 1948
graduate of Bates College, and received
both his M.A. and Ed. H. from Teachers'
College. Colombia University.
Before coming to Maine to head the
Super-U system. Chancellor McNeil was
chancellor of University Extension at the
University of Wisconsin at Madison. a
position he was named to in 1965. He
joined the Wisconsin staff in 1964 as
assistant to the president.
trustee post
inot,..svor Ytho once sought a state senate
seat, disagreed with the Board of
Trustees chairperson. He said Hughes'
situation differs from that of a university.
st
.•
Hughes is in a different kind of situation
as truce. In effect, he could vote upon
the funding of an agency (the university) of
which he is one of the chief
administrators,— Hayes explained.
'-\ conflict exists when you, as a
legislator. personally. stand to benefit from
the passage of legislation. Steve Hughes
could potentially benefit the organization
he serves." Hayes said there is little basis
for a conflict of interest in the case of a
university employe holding a legislative
office, since an employe seldom has the
impact on university policy a trustee has.
"I have no involvement, as a facutly
member, in allocations here. In no way
then would I hay e directly benefited ill had
been (levied to the slate senate."
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news
briefs
The Off-campus Board now has a
bulletin board in its office where
off-campus housing announcements may
be posted. Students who need roommates.
are looking for an apartment, or have an
apartment to rent. may leave their
messages on the hoard. next semester, the
office-campus board plans to work with
area landlords in posting notices about
%acant apartments. The office is located on
the top floor of the Memorial Union.
Joan Baez, pacifist leader during the
1960.s. will appear on Maine public
television channels 10. 12, and 13 this
Thursday. Dec. 12 in "An hour witn Joan
Baez.-
The 10 p.m. color production features
some of the musician's own compositions
such as "Blessed Are." "Prison Trilogy.••
and "Gabriel and Me." as she sings them
before a small studio audience and
accompanies herself on guitar.
One of the country's top performers
(who usually nets around $50000 per
concert) Baez said she is appearing on.
public television for Wee because "public
television is very valuable and worths of
support.•'
The schedule of extra- cirricsilar activities
at Lengyel Gym has been expanded to a
seven-day week. Such activities may no
be scheduled at the gym for Monday
through Friday evenings. 6-8 p.m.. and on
Saturday and Sunday from 1-6 p.m.
Some intramural activities will K
offered for coed teams. but *miser
students have priority for all intramural
scheduling.
Students. staff, and faculty may take
advantage of the extended hours on a first
come, first serse basis. Regular schedules
must be confirmed through the women's
disision of physical education and athleti,
at 581 - 39.
Coffeehouse begins
drive to meet debts
In order to pay back debts incurred over
the years by the Ram's Hort-, a funs) drive
is being planned by the Coffeehouse
Committee.
According to Phil Spaulding. chairman
of the committee. the rising costs of sugar,
coffee. and heating oil, and the unpaid
$500 bank loan for the record. "After the
Round-up.- are eating into the coffee-
house budget.
Spaulding would like to see the deb' •
paid up "once and for all.•• so the Ram s
Horn "can continue on its own." When the
the debts are paid. all profits could then be
used for getting entertainment. paying
current bills, and improving the facility.  he
said. Lisa Feldman and Daphne Stoner of
the coffeehouse committee are organifin g
the fund drive.
To help out the Ram's Horm. students
wit he asked to join the "Friends of the
Ram's Horn.- Dues arc 110. and "in
return." Spaulding explains. "sou will
Tech se our heartfelt thanks. and, we hope.
a sense of satisfaction.••
Spaulding is also asking students to • •put
a donation in the donation box at the Ram's
Hornor contribute wood for the fireplace
to help keep the fuel bills down.
Meetings of the Coffeehouse Committee
are held every Monday night at 7 p.m. in
the coffeehouse at 33 Grove St.
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What's on-c
TUESDAY, DEC. 10
GYMNASTICS-Memorial Gymnasium
3-5 p.m.
MATHEMATICS MOVIE-"Let us
Teach Guessing." 313 Shibles. 4:10
p.m.
MINI-WORKSHOP-Eric Hendrickson
on "Rock and Ice Climbing." 7 p.m. in
the Damn Yankee Room. Memorial
Union.
SPECTATOR CLUB-Eugene Mawhin-
ney. speaker. At the home of
Frederick Hutchinson. 1 University
Pl., 7 p.m.
BRIDGE-Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
DEUTSCHES VEREIN-Christmas
party with Colby College German
Singers. MCA Center. College Ave.. 7
p.m.
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE-Paddy
Chayefsky's "Marty" and Eugene
O'Neill's "Hughic." Admission char-
ge. Hauck Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CONCERTS-Christmas
Choral Concert. James Getty.
conductor. No admission charge.
Newman Center, 8:15.p.m.
BCC COLLEGE-COMMUNITY
CHORUS CONCERT-"Hail Brittania.'
English music, including two Beatles
medleys. BCC Student Union. 8:15
WEI"' SDA1. DEC. 11
OPEN HOUSE-Park planning and
design students will display their
landscaped models. 17 Deering HO.
1-3 p.m.
BLOODMOBILE SCHEDULE-Hart
Hall. 2-8 p.m.
GYMNASTICS-Memorial Gymnasium
3-5 p.m.
DANCE CLUB-3 p.m., Dance Studio.
Lengyel Gymnasium.
MUAB MOVIE-"A Child's Christmas
in Wales." a Dylan Thomas film.
Bangor Room. Memorial Union, 3&4
p.m.
MCA AGAPE MEAL-and reflection.
MCA Center. College Ave.. 6 p.m.
CHRISTMAS CAROL SINGALONG-
hosted by BCC College-Community
Chorus. 6 p.m. Families with children
especially invited. Refreshments
following. BCC Student Union. 7 p.m.
UMO CHESS CLUB-Bumps Room.
Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
MU AB MOVIE-"A Child's Christmas
in Wales." a Dylan Thomas film.
North Low n Room, Memorial Union. 7
& 8 p.m.
1DB MOVIE-"Never Give a Sucter an
Esen Break.- 130 Little Hall. '& 9:30
goo =m, IMP
.---INTIeroDUZTORY LEaCTURE-Trans-
cendental Meditation. Totman Room,
Memorial Union. 7::10 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE-"Marty
"and "Hughie." Admission Charge.
Hauck Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CONCERTS-Christmas
Choral Concert, James Getty.
conducting. No admission charge
New man Center. 8:15 p.m.
THURSDAY. DEC.I 2
OPEN HOUSE-Four-year home land-
scaping students will display their
landscaped models. 1 Greenhouse. 1-5
p.m.
GYMNAST1CS-Memorial Gymnasium
3-5 p.m.
MINI-WORKSHOP-Ice fishing. 7.m.
in the Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
ITALIAN FILM FESTIVAL--Senso
100 Nutting Hall. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
FORTNIGHTLY FORUM-MCA Cen-
ter, 7 p.m.
FEMINIST TRENDS IN
PSYCHOLOGY-Bangor Lounge.
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
BASKETBALL-Maine VS. New
Hampshire. (Freshman game at c .30
p.m.) Memorial Gymnasium, " 30
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Curtis says greatest success was uniting legislators
"The greatest success, in my eight years,
has been the coalition of Democrats and
Republicans in the legislature. working on
measures together.'  commented Gov.
Kenneth Curtis here last week.
Reminiscing as he spoke before a group
of political science majors. Curtis
said."We (governors) don't have all that
rituch power. The division of power in state
government prohibits needed action in
many social, economical and political
areas.- Curtis said. "Unless you have a
majority of legislators of your political
party (in office), you aren't very
powerful.-
During his first years as governor. Curtis
didn't have the support of many state
officials. "When 1 first came into office.
SAM moves to incorporation,
seeks constitution ratification
Struggling to Increase its membership.
the infant Student Association of Maine
held its second organization meeting
Saturday afternoon and moved a few steps
down the path to recognition as a biota fide
student lobby.
Representatives from 13 of the state's
post-secondary institutions spent most of
the afternoon discussing drafted versions
of SAM's ideals and goals and forming
committees. The group also signed papers
of inuorporation before a notary public.
SAM will become a cooperation when
Maine's attorney general approves the
papers.
Two of the committees pmposed by SAM
President Peter Simon of Orono. entitled
Legislative Liason and Priorities, will work
to focus SAM's efforts on those issues the
group determines most important. and
promote SAM's %icy.% in Augusta.
A third committee was set up to improve
communications within SAM and legisla-
tors and other state-wide interest groups
such as PIRG. labor " groups. national
student groups and the press.
Prior to the regular agenda, two students
from Columbia untversits working for the
National Student Committee for Farm•
workers showed a film produced by the
United Farm Workers )UFW) depicting
conditions during a recent farmworkers•
strike in California. The student UFW
supporters asked SAM to support the uFW
in its struggle against the Teamsters'
Union by promoting a state-wide school
boycott of non-UFW lettuce. grapes. and
Gallo wine.
In Boston it is virtually impossible to
bus non 
-unio lettuce.•• claimed Tom
Kayo!. one of the Columbia University
students. '•hut Maine is a relatively
untouched area" in the nationwide boycott
effort.
Simon said he has signed a letter
supporting the UFW and urged other SAM
representatives to do the same, but
refrained from asking for official group
action.
The UFW presentation fits into a so far
passive, and as Simon said. "Somewhat
mercenary, if you will." pattern which is
slowly gaining scattered support for SAM.
At the first SAM meeting held in October.
Maine United Low Income made a
presentation which resulted in a
SAM-sponsored state-wide fast to be held
tomorrow. Only two schools. UMO and UM
at Farmington are participating in the fast.
Simon is gearing up for the next
legislative session by sending out a form
letter to all members of the legislature
introducing SAM's structure and interests.
he has exchanged correspondence with
Governor-elect James Longley. who Simon
helieses "ma% be the kind of a governor
that can be good for students.'
However, until SAM gets rolling and the
legislature convenes. most of the group's
efforts will be aimed at self-organiiation,
and trading support for support with
groups like the UFW and ULI.
Although Simon was openly dissap-
pointed by the light attendance at
Saturday's meeting. he expects SAM's
constitution will be fully ratified by the
next meeting. set for the last weekend in
January. at Colby. To use the constitution
as an official working document. 18 of the
36 potential members must ratify it
through their student goyernments. To
date, Simon has receive 12 affirmations.
Alumnus to aid contributions
New contributors to the tifuntro Xund
hase a chance to double thier investment.
A University of Maine alumnae, who
wishes to remain annonymous. has made a
proposition to match, dollar for dollar. any
new contributions made to the Alumni
Fund. his intent is to increase involsement
of young alumni in The Alumni Association.
In an effort to make this proposition a
success, alumni of the classes from 1965-69
are being asked to make a pledge of five
dollars a year for the next five years. This
group comprise 42 per cent of all UMO
alumni.
With total involvement of these classes.
an additional S472.000 could be generated
for the Alumni Fund over the next five
years. The goal of the 1974-75 Annual
Alumni Fund is $275,000.
Die canvassing is being limited to the
classes of '56-•69 because it is felt most
'70-•"%1 alumni are not yet financially
secure enough to contribute.
The General Alumni Association has
been in existence for 100 years and
contributes annually to scholarships.
academic programs and many other
financially demanding aspects of the
university.
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the men of the state department had terms
that didn't run concurrent with mine. 1 had
to wait until many retired.. .and were gone,
to put forth my policies."
Curtis perceives the governor as being
"more action-oriented than any other
office.-
Despite the problems Curtis faced as
governor, he said of the governorship. "It
is one of the most exciting. most fulfilling,.
and one of the most frustrating jobs.. The
frustrating part is to look at the problems.
work on them. and still not be able to do
more.- Yet he believes the governor is a
"focal point when he can rally a great
amount of support to do various things."
In response to independent James
Longley's surprise victory last month.
Curtis said of his former college roommate.
"James Longley out-worked everyone else.
Jim's a person who gets to meet and see
everyone he wants, not just once but two or
three times. This generates a great impact
on the people.- he said.
Curtis praised third party forces
ingeneral for their work:•The third parties
are to be viewed as a force that have to be
reckoned with." He see the victory by
Longley as anything but a fluke. "Third
parties have a constituency that. want to
listen—also they quickly attract the press
and media.••
Speculating on Lingley's chances for
success in office, the governor said. "It's
going to be a little different, but it can
work. Especially since he says he will not
run for a second term." Curtis thinks
Longley's major problem will be due to his
independent status.
"He loses his strength in the veto. He
has no power to prevent his decisions from
being overridden.••
Speaking informally with the students.
questions arose concerning the recently
enacted federal law insuring students'
right-of-access to their own confidential
files.
UNIVERSITY amanA 1
OLD TOWN • Stihreter Awe. • Great Pleas
Now mon tam Mt
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•*1 don't know *hat are in those
records.- said Curtis. He referred to his
experience in the Army. noting he was
allowed to view his personal records and
recommendations once a year.
"I see nothing wrong at all with letting a
student see what has been written about
him,- he concluded.
Much of Curtis' talk was devoted to Fred
Vahlsing and the bankrupt Easton sugar
beet refinery.
"Your question brings up eight years of
headaches.- he moaned when asked to
comment on the sugar beet refinery in light
of Vahlsing•s recent efforts to purchase it.
The Maine Guarantee Authority offered
Vahlsing ownership of the S23-million
refinery for $1.8 million on Nov. 20. but
rescinded the offer following Governorelect
James Longley's publically expressed
reservations.
Curtis praised Vahlsing and his efforts
with the refinery. commenting, "Fred had
a very good sugar beet plant. but he was
carrying more than a S3-million debt each
year...The factory was doomed to failure
when Vahlsing wasn't getting any beets."
said Curtis.
Vahlsing's company defaulted on state
bonds totalling $10 millions, three years
after building the Easton refinery in 1%6
with taxpayer-backed state and federal
loans. The refinery went through
bankruptcy and has since been under
receivership to the Maine Guarantee
Authority.
Curtis concluded his talk with an
assessment of his future in politics.
"It's very easy for me to make the
decision to leave government and politics.
but I would not come back unless I could
make a serious contribution.- He added.
"I don't feel any cynicism to the system at
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A last but not so fond goodbye
Chancellor Donald McNeil's fourth year as the
chief executive of the Super-U system didn't get
off to a very good start-at least not for him. The
UMO student senate called for his resignation in -
mid-January. The sentiments of Bill Eames, then
senate president, that someone more familiar
with the higher education system in Maine who
had worked within the university system should
replace McNeil put into words the feelings and
unspoken antagonisms of many students,
administrators. and Maine residents.
The Maine Campus backed the senate's id
demand for McNeil's resignation as had three UM
student newspapers the previous summer. Frank
St. Louis, president of the UMO classified
employes union, asked for the removal of the
chancellor. And in August of 1971, after the
legislature had once again slashed university
appropriation requests, the Board of Trustees in
closed session gave the chancellor an 8-5 vote of
confidence. The move by some members of the
board to oust the chancellor was expected to be
closer, but in effect it still amounted to the board
demanding McNeil to improve his performance
as UM chancellor.
Things never went very smoothly for McNeil in
Maine. He took over as chief executive of an
educational system created in 1968 by the 103rd
legislature, the Super-U, and tried to develop it
into an accepted and viable educational system.
There was opposition to the system, particularly
from state supported Teachers Colleges that
were now forced into a subservient position to
the much larger University of Maine. The
legislature created the monster and then
continuously refused to adequately fund it. But it
was McNeil's headache-not the Curtis'
administration, and not the state legislature's.
But the chancellor put himself in a
controversial position right from the start by
declaring he would not locate his main office in
Bangor, and by announcing that he planned to
move into a fancy Cape Elizabeth home. The
majority of Maine's taxpayers are far removed
from the type of high-style living McNeil was
demanding, and he immediately created a
barrier between himself and those who he would
be looking to fund the new UM system.
The chancellor did present some progressive
views when he first came to Orono. Speaking to a
student senate meeting in Dec. of 1968, McNeil
espoused the theory that within the next ten
years "grades will be eliminated'  (at the
University of Maine). A new system will be
invented to differentiate between good students
and bad ones." We never saw this system, or
any sign of it, during his six years as chancellor.
No one was in a better position to advocate a new
grading method, particularly since there has
Maine
Campus Editorials
For all you've done,
you could be chancellor, too
During an informal bullshit session recently, a
top university administrator lamented about the
lack of student involvement here on campus in
anything. Anything at all.
Somewhere along the line the university has
failed these students, the administrator
concluded. No doubt that is in part true. There is
no organized effort to. convince students they
should expand their horizons beyond the
classroom and the dormitory or fraternity they
live in. But that's all part of the move away from
the in loco parentis syndrome, and we don't
think the university should have to tell students
that there's more to an education than what can
be consumed by skunk through 15 hours of
classes a week.
UMO is a long way from the sense of
community and involvement that pervaded the
campus back in the late 60's at the height of the
anti-war movement. Vietnam had died as an
issue--the government says the war is over, and
everyone, students included, chose to believe
such propaganda. Jerry Ford, through his
so-called amnesty plan which nowhere mentions
the word amnesty, but instead relies on such
terms as leniency and clemency, has duped the
nation into believing the government is trying to
"bind the nation together• • . And students go
along with this garbage. too.
The media hasn't effectively exposed Ford's
plan for what it is, a coercive plan which forces
those who agree to it to make pledges of
allegiance and renounce certain constitutional
rights, and thus there's no outcry. Especially
since those who are being prostratecrby the plan
are not here, but in Canada. or abroad, and have
no real means of making themselves heard. And
so we all complacently choose to believe that the
government is offering those who decided they
couldn't fight in Vietnam amnesty. Nothing
could be farther from the truth.
But to get back to Orono, the pervading
inactivity deadening the campus has been
exemplified all semester, with the small
numbers of students that showed up to hear the
gubernatorial candidates speak, the "afternoon
off" flop, the empty seats at Maine Masque and
music department productions, to the recent
dismal abortion, the symposium sponsored by
SAM entitled as a "Practical Guide to Social
Services and Interest Group Organization".
Eight presentations were originally scheduled
for the day, but due to the lack of interest shown
by students and faculty, only three of the
presentations were held. Fifteen would be a
generous figure to cite as the number of students
who showed up for the three programs which
were held. Carroll McGary, Maine's
Commissioner of Education and Cultural
Services, drove up from Farmington following
Wednesday's trustee meeting there to head a
discussion group investigating academic credit
for community service and the educational
opportunities available for low-income people.
But he was told when he got here his show had
been scratched, due to a blatant lack of interest.
On a university campus, no less. Whatever
impressions of UMO McGary left with, we can
hardly refute.
been a traditional opposition to moving away
from the letter grade syndrome here at Orono.
But unfortunately this idea got lost somewhere in
the midst of the legislative battles.
He even said, somewhere along the line, that a
system should be devised establishing a tuition
schedule, so that a student would know, when
entering college what he or she would be paying
four years later, instead of having to face yearly
unexpected increases in tuition costs. That idea
died too, probably as soon as it was expressed.
McNeil and the trustees perenially went to the
student's pocket after suffering defeats in the
appropriations committee of the legislature, in
the legislative sessions themselves, or in
state-wide bond issue referendums. Had the
tuition recourse not been available to the
administration, perhaps the state would have
realized the need for more funds within the UM
system and recognized its responsibility to
support its own child.
McNeil dropped on the the state of Maine
during an era of student activism. Addressing a
student-administration meeting in March, the
chancellor told the group. "We must encourage
student ability through open discussion and
debate at the decision-making levels." But this
never really happened either, not as it should
have. And this year the chancellor demanded
requests to speak before the trustees had to be
received by the chancellor's office ten days in
advance of each meeting.
Obviously such policies are created under the
belief that there is a need to insure that order will
always prevail at trustee meetings, no matter
what. Students aren't just going to barge into a
meeting a few hours prior and expect to be
heard, no mattet what the issue at hand, is what
the chancellor's memorandum was emphasizing.
But since the trustees and chancellor have
allowed this to happen in the past, his reasons
for stressing the 'proper procedure' which must
be followed can only be interpreted as
reactionary and uncalled for. Particularly since
there is no effective student representation at the
trustee level, aside from student representation
in sub-committees. But these committee
members aren't supposed to represent students
'per se..
In any event, McNeil is going away. leaving
behind all the legislative, administrative, and
student hassles.. leaving before what would
have been his biggest hassle-a confrontation
with Governor-elect Longley-had a chance to
come to a head. Longley most assuredly would
have asked for his resignation. The two men
have a history of antagonistic confrontations.
McNeil's and the trustees' rejection of some of
the MMCS recommendations was a hard pill for
Longley to swallow. Longley and his group of
volunteer businessmen worked on that report for
a long time, and they didn't take kindly to the
chancellor ignoring some of the suggestions.
After all, they put so much work into it...
McNeil is tired of his job here. but Longley's
election obviously has a lot to do with his moving
to the West Coast. There was no hope for a
reconciliation between them. McNeil, as a result.
has taken a job which will be largely outside the
arena of higher education. He'll be advising the
California legislature as to which educational
system should get how much money, devising
long-range plans for all of the state's higher
education systems. But it will be an advisory
position, not the type of power role he has played
for the last six years in the UM system.
McNeil needs a vacation from wielding such
power, however. He hasn't done the job here he
hoped he would, due to all his frustrations with
what has appeared to be an anti-education
legislature.
If the UM system is to progress, it needs some
new direction from someone ready to tackle the
problems the chancellor will face in future years.
The UM system is in dire need of such a person.
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Letters to the editor
No lack of communication or initiative
To the editor:
Naturally! found myself quite
interested in last Friday's
editorial regarding the access-
to-files resolution passed by the
Student Senate and the referral
to our **mailing list." While
reference in such a way is a
good writing technique and
eyecatching. it also reminds me
of an olk worn out soapbox. For
the record, careful reading of
the resolution will show that the
president of student govern-
ment is directed to "Supply
copies" of the resolution to
yahoos individuals, including
the trustees and the chancellor.
In practice, this did entail
mailing. but also had included
deliveries in the Orono-Bangor
area and a registered letter to
the chancellor.
I also feel compelled to
emphasize that students were
represented at the Board
ofTrustees meeting held last
week by their representative
members on the various trustee
commntees. Any-one familiar
with the actual operation of the
Board will realize that a great
majority of the work is
accomplished in these com-
mittees. which meet in private.
on the day preceeding the
general. public meeting. Any
concrete. productive discussion
concerning student access to
files will occur in the
Educational Policy Committee.
The open Board meetings are
rigidly structured and only
business requiring a voted
decision is brought forth.
the Campus editorial went on
to comment about ••communi-
cations." Did they call down-
stairs to ask our plans
concerning student attendance
and representation at the Board
meeting? No. Did they send
anyone down to Farmington?
No. They had to call us to find
out what happened.
After the many hours spent
lobbying last spring: after
Christmas carol?
To the editor:
After reading through your
so-called "Christmas supple-
ment" last Friday. I believe it
necessary for me to express my
total disgust with the lavish use
of sentimentality and appeal to
your reader's weaker instincts.
In addition. I find the apparent
narcissus complex that has
taken hold of your staff is utterly
revolting.
And furthermore, who is that
albino hippie clown in the
red-and-white suit?
Ebeneezer Scrooge. '29
having regular meetings at all
levels of the administration and
faculty; after continuing talks
with individual trustees have
become standard procedure
after repeated efforts in having
informative, productive meet-
ings with trustees. legislators,
administrators, etc.. I'll be
damned if I'll attach any
credibility to anyone who
accuses us of "a lack of
communication" and a "lack of
initiative."
Mark F. Hopkins
Vice,.President
Student Government
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Award incenses woman
To tlic editor:
Do you ever read the Maine
Alumnus? The fall. 1974
magazine article, "A career
woman she is; a woman's libber
she isn't." not only describes
the first woman recipient of the
General Alumni Award, but
provides excellent insight into
the political views of the
magazine's editor. Magaret R.
Lubik.
I am personally ashamed to
see the use of the word
"libber"—name-calling in the
lowest degree and an insult to
several alumni lac). I am
disgusted to have the alumni
magazine used for flaunting of
editorial political views. My only
hope is that Ms. Zubik's
reporting is as poor as her taste
in edinirialinng.
But if the editor's report of
quotes and ideas attributed to
Louise Bates Ames, child
psychologist, is at all adequate.
I am sorry Ms Ames was chosen
to receive the tenth General
Alumni Award. Women are a
good investment in the work
force, something a person with
any statistical knowlege should
know. Ms. Ames' quote that
women shouldn't fuss about
equal pay is sad. Most women
work to support children! Only
an elite few ever had a chance to
consider a career and I would
have preferred a psychologist
who deals with reality rather
than stereotyped stupidity re-
ceive an award from my nniver-
sity...male or female.
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Cumberland Hall climber came to Maine to enjoy 'some
How can a person look death in the face and
call it his hobby?
Kevin Fahrman does—he climbs rocks. Big
ones.
Fahrman is a I9-year-old sophomore forestry
major from Brookfield, Conn., just outside
Danbury. When he isn't climbing, he is usually
gathering music for his Friday night show on
W M B- M .
Unlike most people, he enjoys a
challenge—the kind that tests his mental and
physical endurance—all six foot two, 180 poind
pounds of it. But. Fahrman has not always been
a climber.
"I've always wanted to climb,• • the
Cumberland Hall resident remarks candidly.
"but I never knew where I would get the
opportunity .• •
In fact. Fahrman's indoctrination to climbing
came by accident. Two years ago, he went to
Vanceburg. Ky.. in the heart of Appalachia, on a
mission project with a religious group called the
Glenmary Order. The group lived on a farm
while helping the local citizens with construction
projects.
"Vanceburg was the most poverty-stricken
areas of the region.•' Fahrman recalls. It was a
rewarding experience. • •
One of the brothers in the Glenmary Order was
a former member of the U.S. Army Rangers. In
his free time, he taught Fahrman and the rest of
the mission volunteers the demanding art of
• 'rappelling-. or descending a cliff, or vertical
face, with the aid of a rope. This started him on a
new hobby. He invested in some basic
equipment such as a rope, which is the most
important piece of gear. nylon webbing, and
caribiners, devices that act as safety pins on the
rope.
When I got back home to Brookfield. I
climbed every cliff I could find.- he recounts.
But it wasn't until Fahrman's freshman year at
the University of Maine that he began "some
heavy climbing.- One factor in his decision to
attend UM() was the state's conduciveness to
climbing.
"The resources for climbing are here. To the
north, there is Baxter State Park, and to the
south, there is Acadia. You can climb on ice.
snow, or rock.** he says.
One of the first things Fahrman did when he
.irril,ed here was join the University of Maine
Ranger Club to have have the opportunity to
meet other climbers, and broaden his
prospective ef climbing. But he shies away from
climbing with large groups such as the Ranger
Club which has about 40 members.
The following series of photos shows Kevin Fahrm an climbing some of
the cliffs in Acadia National Park. A member of the University's Ranger Hub,
he often leads climbing groups in the area.
"I'm not into expedition climbing.- he
explains. "but obviously a person can't climb
alone, for safety reasons. -.So, I prefer small
numbers when climbing. I feel more at ease.-
As a member of the Rangers. Fahrman has
access to some of the best climbing equipment
available. Ranger Club members may sign out
equipment at no cost.
Fahrman, who practices Transcendental
Meditation and vegetarianism, finds climbing to
be personally rewarding. He claims to feel a
physical high from the muscular stress he exerts
into his climb. And he views the experience of
climbing as a spiritual high.
• it's an incredible sensation to feel the
exposure off of a vertical surface. It can scare the
hell out of you. And. of course, there's the view
from the top. It's a sense of accomplishment... A
rush.•* he enthuses. "Also, it's an ego-trip. It's a
great challenge to put your mind and your body
together against the rock, and then say
afterwards. 'I beat the rock'."
But Fahrman is quick to point out that nobody
has to right to hold a grudge against a rock. A
climber musi respect a rock for what it is. lie
must recognize the fact that, at times, the rock
will beat him.
Fahrman draws the analogy of rock climbing to
that of a game of chess. "It's your moves against
the moves of the rock. The rock offers many
moves for you to take advantage of. But a
stalemate often occurs.'
Fahrman admits with pride that he has failed
to scale a rock many times. "Practically no pitch
is unbeatable when you come right down to it.
But there are ethics involved. In the Ranger
Club. we pride ourselves on 'clean climbing—
our equipment doesn't damage the rock.-
The equipment. Fahrman feels. is only
necessary for safety reason—essentially. the
climb is a battle of the climber vs. the rock. This
type of climbing is known as "free••
because the equipment is not used specifically to
climb. but instead for safety.
Fahrman has strong feelings towards this: "If
a rock is not capable of being done free, then
don•t climb the thing. A person must respect the
rock enough not to deface it."
Another factor that motivates Fahrman to
climb is his Knievel-like urge to overcome the
mental challenge of a high-risk task. He looks
forward to the self-satisfaction of a successful
end result. He minimizes his concern over the
dangers of climbing by paralleling it to
something s
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"Climbing is a natural act. Most people
climbed trees when they were younger. Rock
climbing is just a more sophisticated level of
climbing.
Fahrman enjoys risk sports. because they are
different... He is constantly looking for
something unique to put his interest in. and, he
likes to see unique sports become popular.
"Right now climbing is what cross-country
skiing was about three years ago - a novelty.
But. its growing.-
. Fahrman's interest, dedication, and enthusi-
asm toward climbing have given him enough
knowledge of the sport to teach others how to
climb, and estimates that he has introduced 25
people to climbing. It is obvious when watching
him teach climbing that he takes pride in what he
is doing.
His total concern for the less-experienced
members of the climbing party is reflected in his
serious, confident approach to the sport. And, he
likes playing the role of the "man in charge."
"I enjoy the responsibility. I have when
teaching novice climbers, but it gets hairy
sometimes,- Fahrman says. "For instance, if
the climber panics half-way down the rock, that's
when something might go wrong. The danger
involved is always on my mind.• •
He shouts encouragement to the climber, and
is not afraid to raise his voice in disgust when
discouraging the new climber from bad habits.
The human drama is evident in a situation like
this as Fahrman meets the pressure of his
responsibility, and he attempts to conquer it. He
expressed enjoyment in seeing somebody do
well. But, most important, the novice climber
inevitably places complete trust in him.
"I feel comfortable when he guides the
climb.- says Chris Evans. who Fahrman has
taken climbing twice. "He turns into an
authoritarian figure during the climb. He teaches
climbing well, and he knows when to give a
climber hell when he deserves it.
"He places so much emphasis on technique and
safety.- Evans continues. "And he'll really let
you have it when the rules aren't followed. He
leaves a person no choice but to do the climb
correctly . • '
Fahrman sees climbing to be a big thing in his
life for years to come. But he recognizes that as
life goes on, his interests will probably change.
"But,- he says comtemplatively, "I'd like to
obtain a great level of proficiency in the sport. It
seems like I'm only doodling in it now. Climbing
is the type of sport that a person could spend the
remainder of his life doing. But it is ironic that
something you could enjoy doing for the rest of
your life may also cripple you for the rest of your
life
b, John Ferland
"To know the greatest joys
and most fertile experiences
in life is to live dangerously"
Nietzsche
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Free recreation use exceeds all gym lime allotments
by rig Travers
If you've ever walked to the Memorial
Gym in hopes of working up a sweat on the
basketball courts and found them used for
varsity practice. you might have left
frustrated with the physical education
department.
But according to Harold Westerman.
director of physical education and
athletics, the department is doing their
best to take care of the needs of the
university community.
"These facilities are being used by
almost any organization you can think of."
said Westerman. "Besides our regular
programs we have the music department
the student senate, and other, groups
making use of the gym."
The programs described by Westerman
include physical education programs for
freshmen, in which 2,325 students are
enrolled this year:a pool program for
lessons and recreation: a professional
preparation program for physical education
majors: an intramural sports program; a
sysiem by which athletic clubs ma% use the
_
facilities: a free play recreation prograntor
any students wanting to use the
gymnasium and equipment; and an
intercollegiate athletic program, consisting
of the university's team sports.
Linwood L. Carville. assistant director of
physical education and athletics, is
responsible for allocating time and spact
for each of these programs.Student
dissatisfaction with the amount of free time
in the Memorial Gym prompted Carville to
calculate exactly how much time was used
by each of the programs in the course of a
year.The results shows that the amount of
free recreation time exceeds any of the
other time allotments.
Allocation of Memorial Gym Time
Septmeher I973-August 1974
Instructional use 3123 hours
Intramurals use 658
Community use 4586
Inte..rcoRekiate use 1381
Recreation free use 7847
Repairs 545
Total Hours 18.132
"It should be noted that this includes the
summer months also, which puts the
community and recreational use up
slightly." Carville said: The recreation
time during the school year is 6855 hours.
Carville also pointed out during the fall
and spring when physical education classes
are being held outdoors, he has to reserve
space for them inside in ease of bad
weather
••Usually this time and space is being
used for recreatinal.purposes also. if the
Administration to fill in calendar dates
The Council of Colleges met yesterday to
discuss two versions of a proposed early
calendar, only to hand the issue back to the
administration for its action.
President Howard Neville presented the
council with the two versions. the first one
calling for classes to begin on or before
Labor Day, with a four-day recess in
October. • five-day recess at Thanksgiving,
and the fall semester ending before
Christmas. This would be followed by a
four-week Christmas break and a two-week
vacation in the middle of the spring
semester.
Student senate president Jeanne Bailey
objected to this calendar because she
beliesed an early start would jeopardize
some students' summer jobs_
,ilk then presented an alternate
version the same as the first, except that
classes would begin after Labor Day. and
there would be no recess in October.
Opposition to this second calendar
stemmed from charges that it ,rould do
nothing to relieve the current pressures on
students during the 12-week period of
classes before Thanksgiving.
After more discussion, the council
passed a motion to adopt the philosophy of
the early calendar, leaving it up to the
administration to try to incorporate the
best features of both versions into an actual
proposal.
"I think this is a classic case of you can't
have your cake and eat it. too." said
Neville.
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weather is good.•• he said.
One complaint of the student body has
been that the 3-5 p.m. time slot is always
being used by the intercollegiate teams.
According to Carville, this is the best time
for players and is more convenient since
the intramural program is held in the
evenings.
A student opinion survey is being
organized between the senate's athletic
comngittee and Maine Linc, the campus
telephone polling, service. to "find out
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what the students feel they should be
getting from the physical education
department for their money," according to
Bill Leonard. • chairman of the athletic
committee. The survey will bc contacting
300 to 350 UMO students.
"The committee is operating under the
assumption that the average student has
first priority with the facilities on
campus." said Leonard. "By this I mean
the student that isn't on the basketball
team.' •
THERE'S GOT TO BE
A WAY TO MAKE
EXTRA MONEY...
WE'VE GOT IT"
BECOME OUR CAMPUS REP.
—NO QUOTAS, NO HEAVY
SELLING. JUST A FEW
SALES WILL MAKE YOU ALL
THE MONEY YOU NEED.
Buy yourser a brand new SNEAKING
rOAT Al 40% heal.* regular price Not
are you saving money an a great
4y, but this coat also becomes your
WAR E Sea *Slat you can tor as much
$SS as you want to make You vati re
cerve a complete selling lot plus swatches
arm your order Just send $15000 Ireg
,vice $25000) — MONEY ORDER ONLN
wad' f.JfThe "Ides. :up
• . It • JOCKEY
HOU OW SHEEPSKIN AND TANNING
COMPANY P 0 601 56c, DEPT it
MAR EWOOD. N 07040
All ca,./ivot v
Co'
Tune--up Special
regi"ECIAL $19.00PRICE
INCLUDES: plugs, points, condenser,
set timing, check dwell. & Woor
[8 cyl. cars S4 morel
SELF-SERVICE GAS 
47.9 gallon
GOOD GULF
• 'tuned cars get better mileage"
John's Gulf
399 Main St.
Bangor
947-8525
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O'Neill's 'Hughie' and Chayevsky's 'Marty' open tonight
by Bill Gordon
The Maine Masque's second production
of the 1974-75 season. Eugene O'Neil's
Hughie and Paddy Chayevsky's Marty
open tonight in Hauck Auditorium for a
five night run. Saffer's The Royal Hunt of
the Sun. originally scheduled for this
month. was cant-*. ;led when its director. J.
Norman Wilkinson. became ill.
Marty first went into production last
October as the Masque's annual touring
play. but its UMO performance as
postponed so that it could play on a double
hill with the other one-act.
Marty is the title character of the
Oyavevsky drama that was first written and
produced for television, then made into a
film with Ernest Borginine that on four
Oscars. and finally adapted for stage
production. Marty, a simple Bronx butcher
with a homely and overweight appearance.
has a personality so ridden with shyness
that he has remained unmarried as the
years continue to go by. He's one of the
friendliest guys you'll ever meet, and
always big with the jokes. but when it
comes to women. he's a sure strike-out.
Then one night some friends take him to a
local dance hall and there he meets a girl
yery much like himself. From their mutual
fears of each other. they find a as out of
their kinliness.
"Marty is, a poignant story of how this
lonels little man finds happiness by loving
another." said its director. James Bost.
"He's a 3b-scar-old bachelor who's tried to
get married several times but could never
find the right girl. But he finds this girl at a
dance who is as plain as he is, and then he
becomes a nice guy who finishes first."
Mike McCardell. who has had several
mar roles is Masque productions. plays
Marts. Linda Rice is Mari 's mother and
Henny Harker his girlfriend with Penny
Odom appearing in seseral of the smaller
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•'• 10,0 ale •' ••,•
s
roles. Eoner Curtis plays a bartender and
Jack Merk is Angie. Marty's pal.
Eugene O'Neill wrote Hughie in 1941
near the end of his product iy e life, before
his final works of A Moon for the
Misbegotten and Stately Mansions. With
the character of Erie. h s dealing with
"The little man'' who harbors speakeasies,
a man v. hose real world is sougly that he
lives more in his dreams and illusions.
Hughie was Erie's best friend who died.
Hughie would listen to Erie's stories of
gamblers and floozies and envy him.
Hughie made him something important.
and Hughie's death has sent his friend into
a severe depression. The man who has
taken over Hughie's job (the night clerk in
Erie's hotel) at first is disconnected by
Erie's stories, but the play's quiet ending
suggests that Erie will find the new friend
that he needs so much.
"The play is about how man has t-. have
a dream to make life worthwhile." said
Bost. He added that "The dreams may be
phony illusions, but they help to sustain
us in this life—a life we can't understand—
and hear up to it. Take away these hopes
and he has nothing to list. with. Hughk is
pessimism at its lowest. At the end these
two guys are not necessarily happy. but
together."
Steve Ohyen. a junior biology major.
makes his first major Masque appearance
as Erie, the man who exists with shattered
dreams. Kent McKusick is the night clerk
and Jeri Colpitts is the narrator who
represents the voice of O'Neill and his use
of transmitting unspoken thought. Yet
Hughie is Yirtually a monologue, and it is
Ohy en's show all the way.
Al Cyrus designed the set of 'Hankie
with light design by Pat (lark. Costumcs
for both shows are by Dawn Shippey
OOO 0 ••SO OOOO O 0 • •
what is umo's
literacy rate?
Who knows But hopefully, there are
enough literate people out there who can
write intelligently, and critically appraise
creative works from a sophisticated,
informed point of view
The Maine Campus is seeking
people to write reviews of all types,
including books, records, concerts,
TV theatre media, life styles, or
whatever for next semester.
Interested persons are asked to call
Steve Parker at 581-7531 or come in to
the Maine Campus ofice in 106 Lord
Hall before January 15
• •J• •,•1 •:. • 5, •..•••• 5,• •,• •,• OO „ OOOO •
40A-10491-491
India prints. Kitchen items,
Handmade pottery Imported Clothing,
LeC reu set Cookwere. Woeden Toys,
Sabatiere Cutlery,
open 9-5 Monday-Saturday
send one of our many
1
 
lovely FTD arrangements
to someone you love, this
Christmas.
ia CLatbc, fkist
46 Main St., Orono 866-2100
MARTY
Mike McCardell and Foner Curtis
scene from Marty, a production by the Maine
Masque in which a "lonely little man finds
happiness by loving another." The show runs this
Tuesday through Saturday in Hauck Auditorium.
ward photo
converse in a
Marty is a guy you'll love, Erie is a guy skit them some night this week—you'll
you've probably known before and will probably not forget t tem for quite a while.
certainly care for. By all means. try and
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND....
BIG MAC
FREE REG FRIESREG COKE
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY JEANS OV
PANTS AT THE
AT McDONALD'S
IN OLD TOWN
THERE IS FINALLY A PLACE IN
OLDTOWN FOR ALL YOU LEE &
LEVIS LOVERS, FOR GUYS & GALS
COME ON IN & SEE US — STILLWATER AVE
RIGHT ACROSS FROM MCDONALD'S
A complete shop of jeans, pants, belts
jackets, shirts 8 everything else!
SUNDAYS 12 PM-5 PMMON.-SAT.-10 AM " pm
We accept Bonk Americard—Master Charge—American Express
and Sleepers Charge Card.
Dec. 10t, 1974
The Creatise Crafts Fair,
held in the Memorial talon
Saturday • drew thousands of
persons. young and old, from
around the state.
riehter photo
Bus line's business grows
According to William Hunt, head of the
Bangor Transportation Department. the
Bangor-Old Town bus route has experience
substantially increased ridership since the
crty took over its operation from Hudson
Bus Lines in September.
Hunt explained Hudson had reported an
income of only $90 per day from the route.
but the city is making about $160 per day.
He attributed this to the additional bus
stops on the UMO campus and at two Old
Town shopping centers. Previously, the
buses stopped along College Ave. for UMO
riders, but now three stops on campus are
made.
The transportation supervisor said the
bus route v.ill hai.e to make $244) per day to
break even, and he belieses more riders
will use the set-vice as they become aware
of it.
The towns of Old Town and Orono each
hase pledged $5.000, and Vearie has
pledged 53.000 to the city of Bangor v.ith
the expectation the bus route will he
running at a deficit at the end of the year.
Hunt explained this S11.000 contingency
Page. Ten Maine Campus
fund will be set aside for future use if and
when the route runs into financial
problems. If that occurs, he added. UMO
may be asked to help curb the deficit.
John Blake. vice president for finance
and administration here, said the
university would contribute if the amount
requested was in line with student use of
the service. He added he has not yet been
contacted by the city of Bangor on such a
request.
The city of Bangor was granted a
temporary six-month license to operate the
bus route by the Maine Public Utilities
Commission in September. A permanent
license will be granted if there are no major
problems with the service.
Hunt has two plans to increase riders
along the route. One would be a "nickel
allowing riders to make a complete
one-way trip for five cents. The other plan
consists of passing along to riders any
profit the route makes in the form of either
reduced rates, or additional bus runs on
the half hour
Skiing $5004!
/undo'? river 
flI
1 500 vertical drop
15 trails and slopes
top to bottom snowmaking
short lift lines
long ski season
(159 days last year)
THE BEST KEPT SKI SECRET IN NEW ENGLAND'
•Soeciai college student discount rate 5 00 weekdays 56 50
weekends and dec 30-ian 3. feb 17.feb 21
Brochure Sunday Rive. Ski Area. Bethel. Maine 04217 Or
call 207 824 2187
• 
Nimble Pawed?
The Maine Campus wishes
to increase
its staff of typesetters
for the second semester.
If interested.
Contact Steve Ward.
106 Lord Half.
r?phone 581-7531
Director Moriarty estimates
300 additional rooms needed
*continued from page 1
indk ate the uni%ersio nee.ls more like 600
additional spaces for students.
The president said students who choose
to lie in the motel if it is leased by the
uniyersitv. would be able to buy meal
tickets here for lunch only. or for both
lunch and dinner. A continental breakfast
would be served at the motel.
Hov..eyer. Moriarty said. "I'm not sure
we'd break it down that way." referring to
the meal tickets Neville proposed for the
students who would live at the motel.
"We'd probably suggest the students buy
a regular 14-meal ticket." Moriarty added.
"and then they could use it any way they
want."
The charge for room at the motel has not
been decided on vet. Students living in
dormitories pay SOO for room and board,
except for those Iiiing in either Hannibal
Hamlin. which costs $b40 per semester. or
Colvin Hall. where the fee for room and
board is based -on student effort in
management and operation. Neville added
bus service to and from campus would be
pros ided.
The uniyersity will be making "a lot of
WATS line phone calls•• during the
semester break to students who have
requested on-campus housing. so the
motel will beftlled at the beginning of next
semester. said Neville. The motel will
house men only. Neville cited the 3-2 ratio
of men to women on campus. and said the
CAMPUS
CLASSIFIEDS
CABLE TV—Free Installation. 1
Year subscription to TV Dial
included in first month s service
Details call Mike Spaulding
581-7340 •26
FOR RENT:1 Bedroom Home in
Mitord • Stove & Refrigerator
Call 827-4796 from 8 AM to
7 PM •26
FOR SALE: Women's Caber ski
boots Size 7 New. Silicon flow fit.
Sharon,866-5616. •26
STRIPPERS: BAR MAIDS;GO-00
GIRLS: Need employment? Call
827-7525 •26
TO EILEEN, 401 Oxford A Clue: I
tm a southpaw from Thule C. B. *26
WANTED: Any type of musical
group to entertain at the Depot
Tavern Call. 827-7525 •26
LOST: Pair of black wire
-rimmed
glasses—in library vicinity. Contact
Rick 866-4956 •27
 •
housing situation for men is by far the most
serious. He added he did not think there
would be any problem filling the motel.
Neville said even if the legislature votes
to construct more dormitory housing on the
[MO campus during its next session. it
%ould he three to four years before the
units would be ready for occupancy. And
should the legislature vote in favor of
constructing more unicersity housing, the
proposal would then go before the state's
residents in bond form for a referendum
vote.He cited 19" as the earliest possible
date construction could begin.
Prize-winning film
shown in Little Hall
"I.F.stone's Weekly," a prize-winning
documentary film about a journalist who
wrote, edited and produced his own
newspaper about the government. will be
shown in Little hall, Wednesday at 7:30 and
9 p.m.
ART GIFTS FOR
YOUNG & OLD
Citlik (MOO
INSIGNINS (01011
givPiAll POITMilt (otos
irid monis
EASELS
'6.50 — •14.00 — '22.25
'32.00
12x16 SKETCH BOX
METAL 15 00 - WOODEN '15 95
GIFT CERTIFICATES
OPEN SAT. 'TIL NOON
PENOBSCOT PAINT
PRODUCTS CO.
191 Exchange St. Bangor
flimierheot JI 0,1 1,I •oppI. i.
SCAVAVAICAVAI
• TOOLS FOR THE HANDYMAN
OR MECHANIC
TOOL BOXES
• BOOSTER CABLES
0 o AUTO ACCESSORIES• SNOWMOBILE HELMETS
DUBAYS AUTO PARTS
15 WATER ST 827-5593 OLD TOWN
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Cagers at lit tonight to start busy sports week
Four UMO intercollegiate athletic teams
will see action this week in the final flurry
of action before the Christmas break.
BASKETBALL
The Black Bears basketball team.
hollowing an opening 103-62 win over
Bow doin. faces two Yankee Conference
opponents as they visit Boston for a
meeting with the Boston Uniyersity
Terriers tonight at 7:30 p.m. and then lio%t
the University of New hampshire
Wildcats Thursday at 1:35 p.m.
RU.. with a pressing defense and a
fast-break offense. opened with an upset
win over Rhode Island. 67-65. and has the
talent to gni: the Bears plenty of trouble.
Leading the way for the Boston club are 6-5
forward Neil Burns. a 15.5 points per game
staffer last year. 6-4 center Walt Cheslev. a
fine rcbounder. and 6-2 guard kerry
Walker. probably the top scorer on the
club. The Terriers also have height.
including Curtis Bolden at 6-8 and
freshman Curtis Vanlandingham at 6-7.
Maine's shooting in the opener was
impressive. particularly from guards Steve
Condon and Dan Reilly alon with 6-6
forward Bob Warner around the basket.
Coach Tom "Skip'' Chappelle got a long
look at sonic of his second string placers in
the Bowdoin game and got some good
performances from sophomore forwards
Stece Fitzpatrick and Bob Zak along with
freshman guard Peter Leonard.
SWIMMING
The powerful UMO swim team, rated a
challenger in New England this year. takes
on Yankee Conference opponent New
Hampshire at Durham tomorrow at 3 p.m.
The Bears base showed a great deal more
depth this season with victories over the
Unicersitc of New Brunswick. 79-33. and
Rhode Island 93-20.
I he Bears hace had fine performances
•in yeterat. • Kec in Reader. who set new
unicer•ity records in the: 50-yard treestyle
with a tom, of 22.5 and the 100-yard
fre . style in 44 1 against Rhode Island. And
clic( r Roy Warren qualified for the NCAA
, .ainpainshtp% in Cleat:14,d with a record
total of 286.6 points in the three-meter
dising. This is the second straight year
Warren has qualified for the NCAA meet.
Freshmen who ha% e helped include Jay
Dimocan. who set a new record in the
200-yard backstroke with a time of 2:09.3.
Also Bob Stedman has been impressive in
the 50 and 100-yard freestyle along with
Ralph Turner in the Butterfly.
In Saturdac•• meet against Rhode
Island. Maine swimmers captured first in
ecery event of the day.
WRESTLING
A relatively inexperienced Black Bear
remling team gets its second action of the
campaign as it tracels to new Hampshire
tomorrow for a 3 p.m. meet.
Coach Paul Stoyell's grapplers opened
thier season •ucces%fullc last Saturday with
a quadrangular meet victory user Amherst.
Bowdoin and UConn. The Bears -scored
29' 3 points to edge Amherst 27'
Connecticut 24. and Bow dom 22.
Larry Kolegue, Stese Sabine and Lucien
Daigle collected victories in the 158. 150
and 140-pound classes respecticcly. While
Sieve Jones of Chelmsford. Mass. was the
individual winner in the unlimited division.
INDOOR TRACK
The indoor track team travels to
Durham. N.H.. for a meet with the UNH
Wildcats. Saturday IDec. 141. The Wildcats
boast one of the top pole vaulters in New
England in Steve Rich, the indoor New
Laflamme named
to all It íA squad
The 1974 cross country season was an
excellent one for LIMO.% outstanding
distance runner Gerry Laflamme of
Haverhill. Mass. It wasn't all that had for
the generally young squad. but for Gerry it
was memorable and was capped last week
with the presentation of a certificate listing
him as an A11-1C4a selection.
Laflamme. a junior, captained the 1974
Black Bears and finished first in all of his
team's dual meets during the campaign
except one. In the process he set new
course records at both UMO and the
University of Vermont. he won the Maine
invitational Cross Country meet and placed
eighth in the Yankee Conference
championships. His course record at his
home course was a time of 23:09 for the
relatively new 4.5 mile course.
But it was in the IC4A meet at
VanCounland Park. New York. Nov. In
that Gerry had his best day of the season.
Competing in the college division. Gerry
finished 11th among the top runners in the
east and thus was selected bs the ICUA
Track and Field Coaches Association as a
member of its championship team.
At a team banquet lam week. Gerry was
again voted captain of the cross country:
team for 195
The young Bear hill and dalers
concluded the 19-'4 campaign with an
ocerall dual meet mark of 4-4. placed
second in the Maine Invitational. fourth in
the yankee Conference. 14th in the New
England% and 23rd in the IC4A meet.
The top five or six mem for the club were
undergraduates. and besides Laflamme
included Cohn Campbell. a junior: Steve
Weer. r freshman: Mike Skcarch. a
freshman: Darrell Seekins. a sophomore:
and Mike Woods. a junior.
Specializing in:
Hairpieces
Styling
Razor Cutting
Walk-in service
or by appointment.
OPEN
Tues-Thurs.. 6 a.m - 5:30 p.m.
Fri.. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat . 7 a.m - 5 p.m
35 N. Main St., Old Town
Tel. 827-5531
Be! 'Jan
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY AT 9 PM
Tue.
Pine Hill String Band
Wed. - Thur. - Fri.
WIND HALL HOLLOW
123 Franklin street
Sat. - Sun.
Doug Crates
Mon.
Don Cummings
Bangor. Maine 942-7492
England intercollegiate champion, and one
of the top distance runners in New England
in ,George Reed. the Yankee Conference
cross country champion. They also have
strength in hurdles with Chuck Fetzner and
in the weights with Drew Sacudlelli.
Maine's strengths lie in the high jump
Champions
with Steve Leathe who set a new university
ficldhouse record of 6'81/4 — against Bates.
and Eric Lammi: the mile or two mile with
Gerry Laflamme; and the 600 with captain
Bob Van Peursem. Maine will be coming
off an 81-38 win over Bates College in its
opening meet.
The UMO Women's Ski team won the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Association Division II title and
will he hoping for a repeat performance this season.
•••
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
from peewee to senior sizes
Skates by Bayer & CCM
Equipment by Cooper
Individual or Team Suppliers
MEN'S WEAR
SPORTING GOODS
ION Main St..01diown
ALWAYS
VAILAKU
Our Skill Ind 44. ir
knot.ledge
.airF:c4 1
MILLER DRITIG
oeusi ALL D NY SUNDAY
9 tol
210 STATE ST
BANGOR. ME
TEL 9471369
t'IVE HER A CHRISTMAS DIAMOND
WRAPPED IN TRADITION AND TIED WITH LOVE
Christmas is the season of love ...
what better time to become engaged. Surprise her
with a fiery diamond ring just
ready to be cherished. Our collection glows
with excitement. Make this her merriest
Christmas...she'll sparkle with love ...and
you'll be the luckiest Santa.
W.C. BRYANT & SON, INC.
46 MAIN ST.
BANGOR, MAINE
Tel 9474548
